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The second terminology
in the title is bollocks, it
sounds fun though.

It says, interrupted moult
(molt in American english).
This means, not all feathers
are dropped and replaced by
new ones.

The other term ‘continuous moult’
tells that the big moult doesn’t take
place after Summer but goes on
whole year through. Every now and
then a few feathers are dropped
and replaced.

A chicken friend asked me if I had
ever written about it. No, I hadn't,
because it is as it is. So, hereby,
because I found some nice faded

Continuous moult
moultus interruptus

feathers, I write an article on The
Phenomenon.

Moult and moult
Since I’ve always had weird
chickens, I can’t even remember
when all chickens were in moult
together. Here they moult for a large
part, hens moult after being been
broody more than a few feathers at
any time of the year, and there are
ones who don’t moult big at all.
They drop a feather now and then,
whole year through and from
random places of their bodies.

How is one officially supposed to
do the moult thing?

No idea what the cause is of either
of these phenomena if not the

same, apart from dropping feathers
after being broody which can
happen in Winter too. A little search
for literature on moulting behaviour.

A gene for (not) moulting
Sasaki and Yamaguchi (1970,
Japan, National Institute of Animal
Industry Chiba-shi) hypothesised
that two genes were responsible for
the long-tailed varieties, here
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What if your
chicken doesn’t

moult
normally?

IS IT A GENE?

Joris, the weirdly moulting
Silchin, from Serama
(2008).

Below: project Chabo from
Serama who refuses to
normally moult for 3 years.
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Genetics of chicken colours
Genetik der Hühnerfarben
La genetica delle colorazioni del pollo
La genetica delle estremità del pollo
Genetica van de kippenkleuren
Genetica van de kippenextremiteiten www.chickencolours.com
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